Silent Letters

Some words contain such silent letters that are written in their use but while speaking they are not considered and not spoken. Such types of letters are known as silent letters. It is very important to learn that that and their use in daily used words to make our conversation professional and fluent.

SILENT LETTERS IN ENGLISH.

Silent letter A:

1. ROMANTICALLY
2. LOGICALLY
3. ARTISTICALLY
4. MUSICALLY
5. STOICALLY

Silent letter B:

1. TOMB
2. DEBT
3. LIMB
4. PLUMBER
5. DOUBT
6. COMB
7. BOMB
8. CLIMBING
9. CRUMB
10. NUMB
11. THUMB
12. LAMB
13. CLIMB
14. SUCCUMB
15. SUBTLE
16. DEBT

Silent letter C:

1. SCENT
2. SCENARIO
3. DESCENT
4. CRESCENT
5. SCISSOR
6. SCENE
7. MUSCLE
8. FASCINATE
9. ASCENT
10. ABSCEND
11. SCIENCE
12. ASCEND
13. ASCENT
14. CONSCIENCE
15. FLUORESCENT
16. CRESCENT
17. DESCEND
18. DISCIPLE
19. EVANESCE
20. FASCINATE
21. MUSCLE
22. OBSCENE
23. RESUSCITATE
24. SCENARIO
25. SCISSORS

Silent letter D:

1. SANDWICH
2. WEDNESDAY
3. HANDKERCHIEF

SILENT E:

1. BREATHE
2. LINE
3. NAME
4. HATE
5. CLOTHES
6. BRIDGE
7. VEGETABLE
8. PLAQUE
SILENT G:

1. ALIGN
2. ASSIGN
3. BENIGN
4. CAMPAIGN
5. CHAMPAGNE
6. COLOGNE
7. CONSIGN
8. DESIGN
9. FEIGN
10. FOREIGN
11. GNARL
12. GNOME
13. REIGN
14. RESIGN
15. SIGN
16. MALIGN

SILENT H:

1. HEIR
2. HOUR
3. GHOST
4. WHEN
5. WHAT
6. HONOUR
7. WHERE
8. WHY
9. WHILE
10. WHETHER
11. WHITE
12. RHYTHM

SILENT I:
1. PARLIAMENT
2. BISCUIT
3. BUILD
4. CIRCUIT
5. DISGUISE
6. ANTIQUE
7. GUITAR
8. GUIDE

SILENT K:

1. KNACK
2. KNUCKLE
3. KNOWLEDGE
4. KNOW
5. KNOT
6. KNOCK
7. KNOB
8. KNITTING
9. KNIT
10. KNIGHT
11. KNIFE
12. KNICKERS
13. NEW
14. KNEE

SILENT L:

1. YOLK
2. TALK
3. SALMON
4. HALF
5. CALF
6. SHOULD
7. WOULD
8. HALF
9. PALM
3. ALMOND
4. BALM
5. CALF
6. CALM
7. CHALK

SILENT M:
1. MNEOMIC
2. MNEME

SILENT N:
1. GOVERNMENT
2. CHIMNEY
3. SOLEMN
4. HYMN
5. DAMN
6. CONDEMN
7. COLUMN
8. AUTUMN

SILENT P:
1. PSYCHOLOGY
2. PNEUMONIA
3. PSEUDO
4. PSYCHIATRIST
5. RASPBERRY
6. PSALM
7. CUPBORAD
8. COUP
9. CORPS
10. RECEIPT
11. PSYCHOTIC
12. PSYCHOTIC
13. PSYCHOTHERA
14. PYPYCHLATRY

SILENT S:

1. VISCOUNT
2. ISLE
3. AISLE
4. ISLAND
5. DEBRIS
6. PATIOS

SILENT T:

1. APOSTLE
2. BRISTLE
3. BUSTLE
4. CASTLE
5. FASTEN
6. GLISTEN
7. HUSTLE
8. JOSTLE
9. LISTEN
10. SHORTAGE
11. NESTLE
12. THISTLE

SILENT U:

1. BISCUIT
2. ROGUE
3. GUITAR
4. GUISE
5. GUILTY
6. GUILD
7. GUIDE
8. GUEST
9. GUESS
10. DISGUISE
11. CIRCUIT
12. BUILT
13. BUILD

SILENT W:

1. WRECKAGE
2. WREN
3. WRENCH
4. WRESTLING
5. WRETCHED
6. WREIGGLE
7. WRING
8. WRINKLE
9. WRIST
10. WRONG
11. WROTE
12. ANSWER
13. AWRY
14. PLAYWRIGHT
15. SWORD
16. TWO
17. WHOLE
18. WRACK
19. WRAP
20. WRAPPER
21. WRATH
22. WREATH
23. WRECK